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Abstract

Mobile Agent (MA) technology in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have
attracted lots of attention. The design of the itinerary planning for MA
through the WSN is one of the most important features of the WSN. Numer-
ous research has found the benefits of using MA technology in WSN to save
network bandwidth as an efficient method to collect data. However, the way
in which these agents are routed among sensor nodes must be intelligently
planned to reduce, energy consumption, and improve information accuracy.
Existing techniques rely on itinerary planning algorithms to deploy multiple
MA and how sensor nodes for each MA should be grouped to define the
route. These approaches determine the efficiency or effectiveness of aggrega-
tion. This paper proposes a new energy efficient mutli-mobile agent itinerary
planning approach (GSMIP). In this way, it would be possible for nodes to
be grouped in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and define MAs itineraries
efficiently among nodes in each group. The experimental findings indicate
the proposed approach’s effectiveness in energy consumption and task delay
(time) compared to the existing approaches.
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1. Introduction1

A pervasive interconnected network, including a wireless sensor network2

(WSN) is defined by its capacity to perform basic tasks through exchanging3

resources that are in network or in node domains.4

WSN ’s primary aim is to allow users to access interest information from5

data obtained through spatially distributed sensors. Sensors are also installed6

in large numbers to gain full visibility of the controlled physical environment.7

As a consequence, such systems are designed to produce an immense amount8

of data [1]. The need to locate and handle mobile agents in energy-efficient9

WSN applications is primarily characterised by approaches used to design10

the itinerary planning of mobile agents.11

Practical constraints on the implementation of sensor nodes, such as com-12

putational capacity and battery-limited powered make itinerary planning a13

challenging [2]. The critical issues while dispatching a mobile agent include14

the migration cost of mobile agent itinerary planning and the approaches to15

establishing such a plan.16

The principal objective of the mobile agent is to collect and process data17

in a network. Without user interaction, they can combine and make local18

decisions autonomously.19

As a result, the majority of the work being suggested focuses on develop-20

ing the mobile agent itinerary on optimising energy consumption for sensor21

nodes. Therefore, it is challenging to solve the problem (NP-hard problem) of22

finding an ideal sequence of sensor nodes to be visited by a mobile agent [3, 4].23

.24

The main issue of WSN is how to create an itinerary for MAs to collect25

data [2]. Itinerary planning can be specified as the route of the MA when26

visiting sensor nodes. It displays the sequence of the source nodes to be vis-27

ited through the MA migration trip. Current techniques for the development28

of MA itineraries can be generally classified into three types based on the29

factors that determine the MA route: Static itinerary, Dynamic itinerary,30

and Hybrid [2].31

Contribution: In this paper, we have presented a Multi-Mobile Agent32

Itinerary Planning Approach that is energy efficient, scalable, and supports33

local interaction.34

In this paper, our main contributions are as follows.35

• We propose a new approach for multi-mobile-agent itinerary planning36

that manages resources in terms of energy efficiency and scalability.37
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• We propose the use of a Directed Acyclic graph (DAG) to generate mo-38

bile agent itinerary planning by dividing DAG into groups and allocate39

mobile agent to each group.40

• Finally, we carry out a number of experiments that verify the efficiency41

and effectiveness of the proposed approach.42

The remaining structure of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 243

presents the anatomy of mobile agent. Section 3 describes the related work44

and places our work in conjunction with the existing work. Section 4 details45

our proposed approach. In section 5 discusses the benefits of the proposed46

solution and compare it with alternative approaches. Lastly in Section 6, we47

conclude the paper and discuss future work.48

2. Components of Mobile Agent49

In this context, Mobile Agents (MAs) are referred to as a software ab-50

stractions performing information-rich data collection and autonomous data51

processing whilst dynamically migrating between network nodes so that data52

is exchanged between participants’ nodes [5]. MAs have also recently been53

suggested to address the limits of centralised models’ scalability and the flex-54

ibility problems of static hierarchical frameworks. Mobile agent comprises of55

four components as shown in Fig. 1.56

• Itinerary: Can be identified as the mobile agent trip route visiting source57

nodes. Itinerary planning is usually categorised into three categories:58

hybrid, dynamic and static.59

• Data space: The data buffer of the mobile agent, that is primarily capa-60

ble of producing data integration. The findings should have incremental61

precision as the agent moves from one node to another.62

• Identification: This is a unique number that identifies the mobile agent63

and the dispatcher. Typically presented in a 2-tuple (i : j) format,64

where i denotes the dispatcher’s IP address, and j is a serial number65

assigned to each MA by the dispatcher. Although, it is not feasible for66

individual nodes, such as IP addresses, to be allocated with a unique67

identifier due to their large number of sensor nodes in WSNs. Rather68

than identifying nodes with an ID, data is accessed through content69

and attribute, such as node location.70
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Figure 1: Components of Mobile Agent

• Method: This is the execution code that each MA executes.71

3. Related Work72

Over the last few years, mobile agent itinerary planning has drawn many73

researchers’ attention in the field of WSNs. Many of these research efforts74

are towards optimizing and constructing an energy efficient itinerary planning75

mechanism [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. One of the early work is proposed in [6]76

in which the authors have developed two heuristic algorithm to calculate77

the itinerary of the mobile agent namely local closest first (LCF) and global78

closest first (GCF). LCF operates in the shortest distance to the current79

node by finding the next node while GCF aims to find the centre’s closest80

node. The proposed algorithms saves energy since the itinerary planning is81
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calculated once. However, the approach doesn’t scale well if a single MA has82

to visit thousands or millions of sensor nodes. It also delays reporting of the83

data because of the use of a single MA, which has to move between all sensor84

nodes in the network.85

To overcome some of the inherent problem caused by the use of a single86

mobile agent [7] investigated the role of multiple mobile agent and proposed87

a novel a routing itinerary algorithm called DMAIP. The idea is to group88

all sensor nodes into multiple itineraries for mobile agent. The approach89

consists of three main components including: remote user, sink node and90

sensor node. The remote user assigns task to a sink node so when the sink91

node receives a task it traverses network topology to generate a spanning tree,92

then assigns every path to a mobile agent. The proposed approach avoids93

delay in reporting data due to the use of multi-mobile agent. However, it94

does not take into consideration that when the mobile agent moves along95

the sensor nodes the data size will increase, which will consume network96

bandwidth.97

In [8] have proposed further work which presents a directional source98

grouping algorithm (DSG). The authors decided to divide the network area99

into sector zones with specific angles, the centres of which are the immediate100

neighbors of the sink node. After this, the source nodes are allocated to an101

itinerary within each sector zone.102

The route to the sink node inevitably converges on each MA’s round trip103

and increasingly extends as the MAs travels further from the sink node.104

This approach eliminates delay since multiple mobile agents are employed105

and scale well when the nodes increase. However, the adaptive selection of106

the proper expansion angle of the sector region retains an issue. This issue107

is left as part of future work in their research.108

A new immune inspired algorithm, called the Clonal Selection Algorithm109

for Multi-agent Itinerary Planning (CSA-MIP), is proposed by the authors110

in [9] to solve the MIP problem in WSNs. The important components of111

CSA-MIP, including the encoding method, mutation operators, cloning of112

antibodies, and affinity function. CSA-MIP is based on two computational113

stages called Stage I and Stage II. Each stage involves a different mutation114

operator. The proposed approach has less computational complexity and115

energy efficient. However, the approach does not take into consideration the116

growing size of the mobile agent when visiting sensor nodes. Thus, consumes117

network bandwidth. Also, it is not suitable for large scale sensor network118

The authors in [10] proposed a mobile agent directed diffusion (MADD)119
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approach, which is based on directed diffusion algorithm. The approach120

works by making the sink to initially diffuses an interest for notifications of121

low-rate exploratory events that are intended for path setup and repair. The122

gradients set up for exploratory events are called exploratory gradients. The123

multiple exploratory gradients can enable fast recovery from failed paths or124

reinforcement of empirically better paths. Then, target sources receive the125

corresponding interest, they send exploratory data, possibly along multiple126

paths, toward the sink where the route of the mobile agent is identified. The127

proposed approach reduces energy consumption because it relies on directed128

diffusion agent trip and eliminates data redundancy. However, it introduces129

a delay since a single mobile agent is routed among sensor nodes and is not130

suitable for large scale sensor networks.131

The mechanism introduced in [11] is an improvement over the MADD132

approach. There are three phases of the proposed approach: First, the MA133

action phase. Second, the dissemination phase of exploratory data and the134

third controlled setup phase of gradients. A sink node floods its neighbor135

with interest messages in the controlled setup phase of gradients. According136

to two metrics, it set up an itinerary to the next hop, the remaining energy137

threshold, and minimum hop count.138

The exploratory data dissemination phase activity is used to discover the139

source nodes and to establish the TargetSrcTable in each target node. As140

a result, in each source node cache, sensory data are stored, waiting for the141

next phase MA process.142

The approach suggested is energy efficient and a hybrid approach as it143

utilises the pair approaches that are static and dynamic. That being said,144

the solution lacks scalability because of the use of a single MA, which will145

lead to data collection delays if there is an extensive network.146

In [12], an energy efficient itinerary planning approach is proposed. The147

algorithm is based on Iterated Local Search (ILS) a metaheuristic method148

commonly used for solving discrete optimization problems. ILS methods it-149

eratively apply a simple modification to a local search routine, each time150

starting from a different initial configuration, in search of an improved so-151

lution. The ILS algorithm is executed centrally at the sink which statically152

determines the number of MAs that should be used and the itineraries these153

MAs should follow. The proposed algorithm is energy efficient and avoids154

delay due to the use of a multiple mobile agent. However, the itinerary plan-155

ning is deterministic and pre-defined at the sink node. Therefore, if a sensor156

node depletes it is energy it would result in re-constructing the paths for each157
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mobile agent.158

The authors in [13] proposed a system called MAMS, which employs both159

mobile agent and mobile server to collect data from sensor nodes deployed in160

a sensing field. Mobile agent migrate from node to node and autonomously161

and return to the mobile server after data collection. The migration process162

relies on a geographic routing to route mobile agent. Upon collecting data163

mobile agent finds the current location of the mobile server and returns to164

it with the aggregated data. The system focuses on effective and intelligent165

gathering mechanism. The proposed approach is energy efficient since it166

dispatches multiple-mobile agent. However, the approach does not take into167

consideration the growing size of the mobile agent while migrating from node168

to a node, which would lead to increased consumption of the limited wireless169

bandwidth.170

A multi-mobile agent itinerary planning-based energy and fault aware171

data aggregation in wireless sensor networks (MAEF) to plan itineraries for172

MAs is proposed in [14]. The approach comprises of three main phases173

including: 1) cluster head selection and construction 2) cluster head based174

itinerary planning and 3) mobile agent migration and data collection. In the175

cluster head selection phase, the idea is to distribute the density impact factor176

of each node to other sensor node, then the sensor node with the highest177

accumulated impact factor will be selected as a cluster head node. In the178

cluster head itinerary planning phase, mobile agent itineraries among cluster179

head nodes are constructed based on a minimum spanning tree (MST). In180

the final phase, the sink dispatches mobile agents to gather data from cluster181

head nodes. The proposed approach is energy efficient and fault tolerant.182

However, the growing size of the mobile agent is not taken into consideration.183

Thus, consumes network bandwidth.184

The authors in [15] proposed a directional source grouping (DSG-MIP),185

which operates centrally in the processing element located at the sink node.186

The main idea is to partition the network area into sector zones whose centers187

are the immediate neighbors of the sink node. The rational is that the route188

of each mobile agent round trip naturally converges at the sink node while189

gradually expanding when the mobile agent migrates far away from the sink190

node. Therefore, the area covered by a typical itinerary will have a sector191

like shape. The proposed approach is energy efficient and scale well when the192

network is large. However, it lacks the ability to consider the growing size of193

the mobile agent when migrating between nodes in the network, which would194

lead to consumption of the limited wireless bandwidth.195
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In [16] a multiple mobile agent itinerary planning approach named as196

GIGM-MIP is proposed, which works according to three phases. In the first197

phase, the network is partitioned using the k-means method and based on198

geographical information in which a set of partition is generated, and each199

partition can get a several mobile agents.200

In the second phase, the number of mobile agents is determined, and201

group of nodes are defined for each mobile agent. Finally, the third phase202

is concerned with defining the itinerary that passes throughout the source203

nodes grouping of each mobile agent. The proposed approach is energy-204

efficient and takes into consideration the growing size of the mobile agent205

at each node. However, it lacks the ability to support fault tolerance which206

would result in a failure of the itinerary planning since its static and would207

result in dispatching a large number of mobile agents as several mobile agent208

will be allocated to each partition.209

In [17], the authors have proposed a spawn multi-mobile agent itinerary210

planning (SMIP) to reduce significant rises in energy costs and time spent211

on data collection processes. This is based on the spawning agent in order212

for the primary MA to spawn another MA into a single fraction.213

The proposal uses k-means algorithms to calculate the number of clusters214

based on the Bayesian (BIC) ratings. The sink node specifies the number of215

MA and their itineraries for each partition when the partitioning is complete.216

The proposed approach is energy efficient and scalable. However, the growing217

size of the MA is considered in their approach. As a result, the consumption218

of limited wireless bandwidth will increase.219

The SMIP approach is similar to the proposed approach in this paper.220

Both approaches focuses on partitioning the network to define the itinerary221

of the mobile agent. SMIP applies the x means technique to partition the222

network where our approach adopts a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and223

builds a group to identify MA itineraries. Furthermore, our approach con-224

siders the growing size of the MA when a sequence of nodes is visited.225

4. Proposed Itinerary Planning Approach226

Fig. 2. Describes the proposed static multi-mobile agent itinerary plan-227

ning approach (GSMIP). It shows how nodes are grouped together and how228

each mobile agent is allocated to a specific group.229

To prevent delays in reporting data and to facilitate local interactions,230

we have used several MAs. It is logical to assume that nodes are sufficient to231
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Figure 2: The Proposed Mobile Agent Itinerary Planning Approach

make similar data close to each other; Consequently, using a similar approach232

defined in [18, 19] the calculation of the size of sensory data collected by233

the MA, we employ data aggregation methods to remove redundancy and234

inconsistency. The effects of sensory data are combined with an aggregation235

ratio (ρ, 0 6 ρ 6 1).236

Define Li
ma as the amount of accumulated sensory data following from237

source i, after completing the MA. In cases in which Ai is the amount of238

sensory data to be aggregated by p, then:239

Li
ma = Ai

L2
ma = Ai + (1− p)× A2 (1)
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Li
ma = Li

ma + (1− p)× A2 (2)
240

= A1 +
1∑

g=2

(1− p)× Ag (3)

There is no data aggregation in the first node in equation (3), and the241

value of p relies on the application type being deployed. The proposed242

GSMIP packet message format is defined in Fig. 3. FirstNode represents243

the MA’s first node is going to visit. Static Routes representing all the allo-244

cated nodes to be visited on the computed routes for MAs.245

The payload of the agents is the pair of Itinerary Planning and List246

of data. The Dispatcher ID identifies the root node which dispatches and247

creates MA. ToVisitFlag is configured to determine whether or not the node248

was visited by an agent.249

Figure 3: Message format of the proposed itinerary planning approach

The purpose why mobile agents are applied is that radio communication250

is one of the most effective hungry operations [20]; We therefore dispatches251

agents to gather data instead of sending it.252

In addition, to model a real-life situation, we believe that sensor devices253

are the most likely to produce the same data in close proximity. Accordingly,254

agents may also delete redundant data through fusion.255

The pseudocode to create a random DAG G is presented in algorithm 1.256

Algorithm 2 provides pseudocode for all mobile agents to compute routes.Algorithm 3257

displays the pseudocode of multi-mobile agent dispatch to start sensory data258

collection.259
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At the outset, we have used random DAGs as defined in (Algorithm 1),260

to construct a graph with a random number of edges and nodes.261

The iterated algorithm adds the necessary number of nodeNum nodes.262

After this it tests that the G graph is a DAG.263

The Algorithm mobile agent route (Algorithm 2), uses G Algorithm 1264

as input and is designed specifically for random routes to be created for all265

mobile agents.266

Every route consists of a sequence of nodes to go through G. The routes267

are regarded as a static route, for example, a predetermined route since routes268

are scheduled for agents beforehand.269

In Algorithm 3, defines the algorithm that dispatches mobile agents. It270

begins with input (1) a visiting route r ∈ R, given through algorithm 2,271

(2) MA mobile agent, and (3) d data load for MA, which reflects MA ’s272

maximum number of transactions in a single trip. After this, the T will be273

initialised as a vacant bundle of MA transactions.274

It begins to dispatch mobile agents on a particular route in R, guarantee-275

ing that there are no two agents can take the same path or route. Every MA276

visits nodes on the given route r during the trip. First, it will verify whether277

or not one of the mobile agents visited the existing visiting node.278

The MA proceeds to visit the next node on the route if the flag visited279

of the node is true. If not, the MA gathers data up towards its d data load280

and assigns the visited flag of this node as true if the exist node does not281

visit the same task.282

The MA finishes the tasks assigned and exits either by visiting all nodes283

on the specified route or by collecting d transactions on the trip.284

For each agent, the d data load threshold guarantees that in one trip the285

agent buffer is not overloaded with transaction data.286
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Algorithm 1: Generate a random directed acyclic graph G

Input: nodeNum, edgeNum
Output: G

1 Initialize G to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with nodeNum nodes
but without any edges, and nodes range from 0 to nodeNum− 1

2 while edgeNum ≥ 0 do
3 nodea ← randint(0, nodeNum)
4 nodeb ← nodea
5 while nodeb == nodea do
6 nodeb ← randint(0, nodeNum)
7 Add edge(nodea, nodeb) to G
8 if G is still DAG then
9 edgeNum← edgeNum− 1

10 else
11 Remove edge(nodea, nodeb) from G

12 Return G

287

Algorithm 2: Compute mobile agent routes

Input: DAG G,number of routes Nr

Output: R
1 Initialize R as an empty set of mobile agent routes
2 Generate Nr random routes each of which traverse G and add these

routes to R
3 Return R

288
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Algorithm 3: Dispatch a mobile agent MA to collect data

Input: Visiting route r, mobile agent MA, and data load d
Output: data T collected by MA

1 Initialize T as an empty set of data collected by MA
2 while MA has not completed the allocated tasks do
3 Move to visit the next node n according to the given route r
4 if n has been visited by any other mobile agent then
5 Repeat Step 3, until all nodes in r have been visited

6 if all nodes in r have been visited then
7 MA completes the allocated tasks

8 else
9 Dispatch MA to visit node n

10 Collect data T ′ (not exceeding limitation d in total) from
node n

11 Add data in T ′ to T
12 Set visited flag of node n to true

13 if T contains d data then
14 MA completes the allocated tasks

15 Return T

289

5. Experiments, Evaluation and Analysis290

5.1. Simulation Setup291

We have implemented and tested the proposed GSMIP approach as well292

as the existing approaches from the literature namely SMIP [17], GIGM-293

MIP [16], and CL-MIP [21], using the Castalia simulator [22]. Castalia is294

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), body area and generally networks of low295

power embedded devices. It is widely used by many researchers and develop-296

ers to test algorithms in a realistic manner with a realistic node behaviour.297

The network model is adopted from [21] where 800 sensor nodes are uniformly298

deployed in and area and sink node is placed at the centre of the area. Table299

1. Lists all of the mobile agent parameters used during the simulation.300

5.2. Evaluation and Analysis301

We present our experimental findings regarding the number of dispatched302

mobile agents and task duration, energy efficiency, and evaluating the pro-303
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Table 1: Performance metrics for experimental work.

Performance Metrics
Evaluation Metrics Definition

Energy Consumption refers to the energy spent
for transmitting, and re-
ceiving messages by mobile
agent from all sensor nodes.

Task Duration refers to the average time
when the mobile agent is
dispatched by the sink to
the time when the mobile
agent returns back to the
sink.

Dispatched Mobile Agent refers to the number of dis-
patched mobile agent to col-
lect data from all sensor
nodes.

Figure 4: The Impact of Number of Sen-
sor Nodes on Consumed Energy

Figure 5: The Impact of Number of Sen-
sor Nodes on Task Duration

posed solution.304

To evaluate the performance from our simulation results, the following305

three performance metrics are considered: Task Duration, Energy Efficiency306

and Number of Dispatched Mobile Agents.307

Energy efficiency: As shown in Fig. 4, it is clear that our proposed308

GSMIP approach outperforms SMIP, GIGM-MIP, and CL-MIP approaches309
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Table 2: Simulation Parameters of the Proposed GSMIP Approach.

Network Size 1000 x 500
Number of Sensor Nodes 800
Raw Data Size 2048 bits
MA Code Size 1024 bits
Data Processing Rate 50 Mbps
Raw Data Reduction Ratio 0.8
Aggregation Ratio 0.9
Radio Transmission Range 60 m
MA Accessing Delay 10 ms

Figure 6: The Impact of Number of Dis-
patched Mobile Agent’s on Task dura-
tion (20, 30)

Figure 7: The Impact of Number of Dis-
patched Mobile Agent’s on Task dura-
tion (40, 50)

in terms of energy consumption. More energy is required for agents to per-310

form its task in all of the four approaches. For example, when the number of311

sensor nodes increases from 10 to 100, the task energy of CL-MIP increases312

from 0.25 to 0.47 Joules/Task. When the number of sensor nodes is 100313

GIGM-MIP decreases from 0.4 to 0.17 Joules/Task compared to CL-MIP.314

Whereas the proposed GSMIP exhibit better energy saving over other ap-315

proaches as when the number of nodes increases from 10 to 100, the task316

energy increases from 0.13 to 0.31 Joules/Task above that of SMIP, GIGM-317

MIP and CL-MIP.318

Task Duration: As shown in Fig. 5, which shows a comparison of the319

four approaches in terms of task duration. It is clear that our proposed320

GSMIP approach outperforms SMIP, GIGM-MIP and CL-MIP approaches321
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for the task duration. For example, when the number of sensor nodes in-322

creases from 10 to 100, the task duration of CL-MIP increases from 0.4/S323

to 0.65/S, which has the highest delay. When the number of nodes is 100324

GIGM-MIP reaches 0.55/S as compared to CL-MIP. Whereas the proposed325

GSMIP achieves the lowest task duration as when the number of nodes in-326

creases from 10 to 100, the task duration increases from 0.2/S to 0.5/S above327

that of SMIP, GIGM-MIP, and CL-MIP. This is due to the efficient grouping328

mechanism employed.329

Figure 8: The number of dispatched mobile agent of our proposed approach
and alternative approaches.

Number of Dispatched Mobile Agent: As shown in Fig. 8, which330

shows the number of dispatched mobile agent. It is clear that CL-MIP dis-331

patches the highest number of mobile agent which is more than 60 MAs332

whereas GIGM-MIP dispatches 60 MAs followed by SMIP that dispatches333

more than 50 MAs. On the other side, our proposed GSMIP dispatches the334

minimum MAs, which is 50 MAs.335

The Effect of Number of Dispatched Mobile Agent on Task Du-336

ration: Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows the impact of the number of dispatched337
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mobile agent’s on task duration. As shown in Fig. 6 It is clear that when338

20 mobile agent’s are dispatched and the number of nodes is 100 the task339

duration reaches 0.34/S whereas when 30 mobile agents are dispatched and340

the number of sensor nodes is 100 the task duration reaches 0.27/S. Fig. 7341

shows the experimental results with a different number of dispatched mobile342

agent 40 and 50 respectively. It is clear that when 40 mobile agents are343

dispatched and the number of sensor nodes is 100 the task duration reaches344

0.24/S whereas when 50 mobile agents are dispatched and the number of345

sensor nodes is 100 the task duration reaches 0.22/S.346

6. Conclusion and Future Work347

This paper advocates a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for generating an348

energy-efficient itinerary planning for Mobile Agent. It divides a DAG into349

groups and dispatches MAs into each group. Instead of visiting all sensor350

nodes mobile agent will be assigned to a particular group.351

The DAG gives a solution to the problem of the limitations of current352

itinerary planning solutions by mobile agents. Improved energy efficiency is353

the benefits of the proposed GSMIP. There have been a range of constraints354

to be dealt with in the future, such as creating a static agent route plan355

and tolerance of failure, which may impact mobile agents’ itinerary. We will356

explore the possibility of conducting a hybrid and dynamic itinerary plan357

for MAs as a future activity that will enable every MA to choose on the fly-358

the sequence of visits. This can also be accomplished by using an efficient359

clustering method where nodes are grouped according to certain criteria,360

and MAs are guided towards a specific group, as mentioned in [2]. This is361

especially useful for fault tolerance.362
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